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Abstract
Calculating radiosity solutions for large scenes containing multiple plants is all but impossible using the radiosity
method in its original form. With the introduction of sophisticated hierarchical and clustering algorithms radios-
ity for vegetation scenes becomes a solvable challenge. The precomputation of the diffuse light distribution in leaf
canopies of forests and other plants can be used to calculate realistic images, but also for agricultural planning
purposes. This state of the art report gives an overview of the methods that can, and have been, used to calculate
global illumination in vegetation scenes, including hierarchical methods, statistical methods based on simplifica-
tions, and specialized methods that have been optimized to handle scenes with a dense, non-isotropic distribution
of objects such as canopies.

1. Introduction

Radiosity belongs to the global illumination methods for
generating photorealistic images by computer graphics. The
physical foundation of radiosity is the diffuse reflection and
diffuse refraction of light on surfaces. In radiosity a per-
ceived photon cannot be traced back to its emitter, it does not
know from where it originated. Therefore every object of a
scene can have an impact to the brightness and colour of a
viewed surface, even those objects that are not directly visi-
ble from the viewed object, and even the viewed object itself
cangive a contribution to the irradiance of a viewed object. In
radiosity no straight–forward solution of the rendering equa-
tions is possible to determine the radiancevaluesof somesur-
faces. Rather a holistic approach is necessary that calculates
all radiosities of all participating objectsor surfaces.An equi-
librium of light energy has to be found for the scene. This is
also true for vegetationscenes that are rather complex radios-
ity scenes.

2. Original Radiosity

In nature most reflection phenomena are diffuse, glossy ef-
fects are also very common, but exact specular reflection is
very rare, except for water surfaces not disturbed by waves.
The surfaces of plants, of trees, of earth, of rocks are mainly
rough and therefore diffuse reflection of light is very im-
portant in nature. Even the incoming light of the sun or the

moon is only partly direct, and a non-negligible contribution
of light is diffuse because of refraction in the atmosphere.

Outdoor scenes were not so often presented in the past.
The number of light interactions of a scene grows with the
squareof the numberof objects involved.For normal outdoor
scenes the number of interactions exceeds computability on
today’s processors with naive algorithms.

Radiosity methods originated from the theory of radiative
heat transfer in the 1980s [Gora 84]. Original radiosity algo-
rithms assumethe sceneto bediscretized into small planarel-
ements which have constant brightness. Enforcing an energy
balance at every element results in a system of linear equa-
tions of the form:

Bi = Ei +ρi

n

∑
j

Fi j Bj (1)

whereBi is the radiosity,Ei is the emissivity,ρi is the dif-
fuse reflectance,Fi j is the so called form factor (the percent-
age of light leavingelementj that arrives ati), andn the num-
ber of elements in the scene, yielding a system of equations:
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This system can be solved using iterative algorithms such
as the Gauss–Seidel method. Physically, the Gauss–Seidel
method is equivalent to successivelygathering incoming
light. An alternative iteration scheme is to reverse the pro-
cess by successivelyshootinglight [Cohe 88]. The most ex-
pensivepart of calculation is computing the form factors. The
differential form factor is given by:

dFi j =
cosθi cosθ j

πr2
i j

dAj (2)

The angleθi (or θj ) relates the normal vector of elementi
(or j) to the vector joining the two elements. The form factor
between two finite areas is the double integral

Fi j =
1
Ai

Z
Ai

Z
Aj

cosθi cosθ j

πr2
i j

dAjdAi (3)

These formulae do not take into account occlusion. The
differential form factors have to be accumulated only if
the infinitesimal elements are mutually visible. This was
achieved by the hemi–cube algorithm [Cohe 85]. Also algo-
rithms based on ray tracing were proposed for form factor
calculation [Wall 89]. The greatest drawback of these early
radiosity algorithms was theO(n2

) growth of the form fac-
tor matrix and in computation time.

The first method to reduce the computational costs was
motivated by the method ofsubstructuringused in finite el-
ement calculations. The polygons comprising the scene are
discretized at two levels, the level of patches and the level
of elements into which each patch is broken [Cohe 86]. In
the 1990s stochasic radiosity methods (Monte Carlo radios-
ity) were introduced by Shirley [Shir 91]. Stochastic meth-
ods could reach a reasonable accuracy in a reasonable time
for larger scenes without creating then�n matrix. They are
closer to the physical nature of light (photons) and so can in-
clude all types of reflection within one algorithm.

3. Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithms

The first successful radiosity approach to render average
complex scenes with arbitrarily high accuracy or very large
scenes with an average accuracy in a reasonable time, was
presented by Hanrahan, Salzmann and Aupperle [Hanr 91],
called Rapid Hierarchical Radiosity. The hierarchical sub-
division algorithm was inspired by methods developed for
solving the N–body problem in the eighties. The idea behind

both problem solutions was to reduce theO(n2
) growth of

interactions and time toO(n) or almostO(n) by approximat-
ing within a given precision a number of interactions with a
single interaction.

Hanrahan et al. observed, that usually many form factors
are computed at a much higher precision than is necessary.
Therefore in the hierarchical algorithm a polygon is decom-
posed into a hierarchy of patches and elements and the form
factor matrix is represented in a hierarchy of interactions at
different levels of detail.

The procedureRefinerepresents the algorithm. It first es-
timates the form factorsFpq andFqp between two elements
p andq, and then either subdivides one of them and refines
further recursively, or it links them and terminates the recur-
sion:

Refine:
Fpq = FormFactorEstimate (p, q)
Fqp = FormFactorEstimate (q, p)
if (Fpq < Feps && Fqp < Feps)

Link (p, q)
else

if (Fpq > Fqp)
if (Subdiv (q, Aeps) ) Refine (q) else Link (p, q)

else
if (Subdiv (p, Aeps) ) Refine (p) else Link (p, q)

If the form factor estimate is less thanFeps, then the true
form factor can be approximated by the estimate, and the
patchesare linked inLink for interaction. OtherwiseSubdivis
called to divide a patch into four subpatches building a sub-
division hierarchy with a quadtree structure.Subdivreturns
falseif the patch area is smaller thanAepsto prevent infinite
recursion.

Fig. 1 shows the quadtree subdivision of two perpendic-
ular surfaces resulting from this algorithm, and the interac-
tions at each level in the hierarchy. Distant elements interact
at a high level in the hierarchy – reducing the total number of
interactions –, while elements close to one another are sub-
divided and interact at a lower level in the hierarchy.

Fig. 2 shows the decomposition of the form factor ma-
trix into blocks. Only two perpendicular lines as the two–
dimensional equivalent of surfaces are shown. The subdivi-
sion hierarchy is represented by a binary tree in this two–
dimensional scene. Each interaction shown as a labeled arc
in the left part of the figure corresponds to the block with the
same label in the matrix.

Upto that point occlusions between the patches were not
considered in the algorithm. Intervening occluding surfaces
can only decrease light transport between two patches. Thus
the true form factor in the presence of occlusion is never
greater than the form factor estimate described above. The
effect of occlusion can be modeled as follows:

F =Ve�Fe (4)
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Figure 1: Interactions between a pair of perpendicular surfaces.

Figure 2: Decomposition of the form factor matrix into blocks.

whereFe is the estimated form factor without considering
occlusion, andVe is the estimated visibility. IfVe = 1 then the
two patches are totally visible; ifVe = 0 then they are com-
pletely occluded; otherwise they are partially visible. Since
the form factor estimation is not precise, the calculation of
Ve need only be done at the same precision.

The recursive refinement procedure can exploit visibility
coherence in a natural way to avoid unnecessary refinement
and visibility calculations. If two subpatches become totally
invisible relative to eachother, then the refinementcan be ter-
minated immediately. If two subpatches become totally vis-
ible, visibility tests may be stopped, but further refinement
may still occur.

After the form factors have been determined the matrix
can be inverted iteratively to get a solution for the radiosi-
ties. Becauseof the block structure of the form factor matrix,
each iteration step can be done in linear time. Gathering is
performed using the classic Jacobi iteration using the follow-
ing recursive procedure:

Gather: ForAllElements (q, p->interactions)
Fpq = FormFactor (p, q)
p->Bg += Fpq * p->Cd * q->B

GatherChildren (p)

The average brightness of each patch is stored inB and
its diffuse color reflectance is stored inCd. The brightness
is gathered inBgand is computed by receiving energy from

all patchesq stored in the list of interactions ofp. The total
amount of energy received by an element is the sum of the
energy received by it directly, plus the sum of all the energy
received by its parent subpatches. To update the radiosities
all the energy gathered is pushed down to the leaf nodes, and
then pulled upwards to the root polygon. During this upward
pass, the radiosity of interior subpatches is set equal to the
area weighted average of its children’s radiosities.

The radiosity equation can be solved by shooting instead
of gathering. Also a multigridding variation of the shooting
algorithm is possible, resulting in fewer expensive iterations
before convergence. A final improvement to the algorithm
bases the refinement of two patches on BF, the total energy
transported between the patches.

4. Clustering in Hierarchical Radiosity Algorithms

In [Sill 94] Sillion introduced a new approach to hierarchical
radiosity calculations for very complex scenes. By grouping
together nearby surfaces to clusters for calculating their en-
ergy exchangeswith other objects, these clusters can be seen
as volumes, and the cost for linking can be reduced.

Energy exchangebetween surfaces and/or volumes can be
represented in the same way by the equation:

Bi = Ei +ρi ∑
j

Fi j Bj (5)
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Figure 3: Subdivision of a self–link.

if ρi either means reflectance for surfaces or albedo for
volumes.

The form factorFi j depends on the four cases:

Surface – Surface:

Fi j =
1
Ai

Z
Ai

Z
Aj

τcosθi cosθ j

πr2 dAjdAi (6)

Surface – Volume:

Fjk =
1
Aj

Z
Aj

Z
Vk

τκk cosθ j

πr2 dVkdAj (7)

Volume – Surface:

Fki =
1
Vk

Z
Vk

Z
Ai

τcosθi

4πr2 dAidVk (8)

Volume – Volume:

Fmk=
1

Vm

Z
Vm

Z
Vk

τκk

4πr2dVkdVm (9)

whereτ means transmittance between elements,Ai area of
patchi, Vk volume of volumek, andκk extinction coefficient
of volumek.

4.1. Algorithm for Isotropic Volumes

Using the formulae for form factors the hierarchical radiosity
algorithm can easily be adapted for volumes. The algorithm
for volumes decides – recursively – whether the transfer of
energy is correctly represented at the current level, otherwise
it subdividesone of the volumes. It first computesa boundon
the error incurred by a link at the current level. This can be
done either by bounding the error on the form factor alone, or
by boundingthe radiosity transfer (BF refinement). If a link is
established, the form factor has to be computed exactly with
the true transmittance factor.

For volumes a link has to be established to the volume it-
self during the initial linking phase.This is a fundamentaldif-
ference to planar surfaces. So the entire initial linking phase
can be replaced by the creation of a single link, from the root
of the hierarchy – the whole scene – to itself. If a self-link is
subdivided, links have to be created for all possible pairs of
hierarchical children, including new self-links (Fig. 3).

After all links have been established, energy transfers are
computed in a gathering step. To get the correct radiosities
a push–pull procedure is necessary as in the surface case.
While for surfaces often a constant reflection is assumed, the
albedo value of a volume may generally vary within the vol-
ume.

4.2. Clustering Algorithm

The hierarchical algorithm for volumes is now applied to
clusters. The radiative properties of surfaceclusters are simu-
lated by isotropic scattering volumes. An isotropic scattering
volume element has an equivalent area ofA = 4κV. There-
fore an equivalent extinction coefficient can be computed as

κ =
A
4V

(10)

The cost of visibility computation is dramatically lowered
by the use of semi–transparent volumes. Links and energy
exchanges are computed between clusters in a top–down
manner, thus no initial linking of the surfaces is needed.

Finally Sillion suggests a general clustering strategy for a
mixture of surfacesand volumes. The approximation of clus-
ters by isotropic media is only valid for extremely small sur-
faces. For finite–sizedsurfaces the radiancedistribution leav-
ing a cluster is generally not isotropic. To overcome these
problems in a general hierarchical scene, surfaces are al-
lowed to be attached at the lowest level of the volume hier-
archy.

c H. Mastal, R. F. Tobler, W. Purgathofer, 1999.
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Figure 4: A simple case of parallel light source (S), occluder (B), and receiver (R).

Visibility relationships within a cluster are ignored, but the
relative orientation of each individual elementwith respect to
the direction of energy transfer is calculated correctly. So the
additional cost for the surface calculations remains reason-
able.

This method’s merits are to have combined hierarchical
radiosity methods for surfaces and volumes. But his cluster-
ing algorithm is not very suitable for large vegetation scenes
because of the original assumption of isotropy of light scat-
tering. Light is definitely not scattered isotropically in leaf
canopies as later studies have shown. The isotropy assump-
tion rather holds for scenes with clouds of smoke or vapour.

4.3. Soft Shadows Textures

Soler and Sillion developed a fast and accurate method for
rendering soft shadows [Sole 98]. Those shadows occur if
extended light sources illuminate planar surfaces through oc-
cluding clusters. Soft shadows especially are important with
plants in indoor scenes.This method is basedon convolution.

The convolution is derived from the special case, where
the light source, the receiver and the occluder are all planar,
and lie in parallel planes (Fig. 4). The irradiance at a pointy
on the receiverS is:

H(y) =
E
π

Z
S

cosθ(x;y)cosθ0(x;y)
d(x;y)2 v(x;y)dx (11)

whereE is the exitanceof the source,d(x;y) is the distance
betweenxandy, θ andθ0 the incident angles of the rayx! y
on the sourceand the receiver, andv(x;y) is a binaryvisibility
function. The commonapproximation in radiosity algorithms
is the separation of the visibility factor:

H(y)�
E
AS

Z
S

cosθcosθ0

πd2 dx
| {z }

FS(y)

Z
S

v(x;y)dx
| {z }

V(y)

(12)

The first termFS(y) is the unoccluded point–to–area form
factor fromy to the source, and the second termV(y) is the
visible area of the source as seen fromy. The unoccluded
form factor can be computed using integration formulae.

ComputingV(y) is equivalent to projecting the blocker
onto the source fromy. The following characteristic func-
tions of the source and the blocker in their respective planes
are defined as:

S(x) =

�
1 if x is on the source
0 else

P(x) =

�
0 if x is on the occluder
1 else

The visibility factor can then be written as:

V(y) =
Z

S
P

�
d1x+d2y
d1+d2

�
dx (13)

Now the integration is extended over the entire plane to
show thatV(y) is a convolution:

V(y) =
Z

R2
S(x)P

�
d1x+d2y
d1+d2

�
dx (14)

=

�
d2

d1

�2Z
R2

sα(�t)p1+α(t +y)dt =
1

α2 (sα ? p1+α)(y)

(15)
where

α =
d1

d2
sα(x)=S

�
�

1
α

x

�
p1+α(x)=P

�
1

1+α
x

�

(16)

and? denotesa convolution operation. The radiosity func-
tion B can now be expressed:

B(y)�
ρ(y)E
ASα2 FS(y)(sα ? p1+α)(y) (17)

Soft shadows can be rendered by computing a shadow
map using the convolution formula, and the shadow map
is used as a texture to modulate the illumination function
ρ(y)EFS(y). The method can be generalized for non–parallel
configurationsand non–uniform light sources.Practically the
convolution is computed by the use of the two dimensional
FFT (Fast Fourier transform).

c H. Mastal, R. F. Tobler, W. Purgathofer, 1999.
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4.4. Contribution to Vegetation Scenes

The hierarchical clustering method introduced a new ap-
proach to hierarchical radiosity, and made it possible to cal-
culate energy exchanges in very complex scenes. Since veg-
etation scenes can be reckoned among the most complex
scenes, the hierarchical clustering method was at least an im-
portant step in the direction to a complete simulation of light
distribution within scenes of plants.

This method also combines the theory for clusters of sur-
faces with that for clusters of volumes. This relation raised
hopes that clusters of plant organs could be rendered as a vol-
ume density distribution of particles with isotropic proper-
ties, resulting in a much faster calculation than for surfaces.
Unfortunately (spherical) isotropy in many cases is not the
appropriate illumination model for plant canopies. But for
the rotationally symmetric model that fits much closer to the
nature there do not exist so simple relations betweenvolumes
and surfaces.

5. Radiosity for Large Outdoor Scenes

In 1997 Daubert et al tried to integrate all methods that as-
sist in radiosity calculations for outdoor scenes with terrain–
maps, plants and buildings within a single hierarchical algo-
rithm [Daub 97]. Also the sky and the sun are included in the
hierarchy.

At the heart of the hierarchical simulation framework is
the identification of a scene with a hierarchy of H–elements,
connected by links which represent light exchanges. The
highest level comprises the entire scene. H–elements can be
of different nature, suchasclusters, or portions of surfaces, or
whole surfaces, but they all share a number of properties and
characteristics, allowing the specification of many computa-
tional operations at an abstract level. All H–elements pos-
sess radiosity and reflectance information, and a set of links
representing energy exchange at a certain level of hierarchy.
Specialized H–elements deal with the specifics of clusters or
polygons.

Before the linking phase can start, input objects (surfaces,
meshes, ...) are grouped into clusters, and an initial self–link
of the root node to itself is established. This is a very coarse
representation of all energy transfer in the scene. During the
linking phase links between H–elements are first refined us-
ing a refinement engine, resulting in the subdivision of the
corresponding H–elements where appropriate, as described
in [Hanr 91] and [Sill 94]. Subsequently irradiance is gath-
ered across these links. The refiner estimates how well the
link represents the light transfer by an error based criterion
with respect to a user–defined tolerance. The criterion can
be represented by BF (radiosity� f orm factor) or better us-
ing upper and lower bounds on the energy transfer across the
link. Therefore the form factor between two H–elements or
the radiance received has to be estimated by sampling of a
kernel function according to [Sill 94].

5.1. Geometric Properties

By a generic hierarchical mesh information the complexity
of the geometric object is hidden (e. g., a terrain mesh or a
tensor–product spline surface). As hierarchical subdivision
becomes necessary, the structure uses the hidden geometric
complexity to create finer hierarchically subdivided levels.
At the lowest levelof subdivisionthe structure reverts to clas-
sical regular subdivision (e. g. quadtrees).

It is necessary that all connectivity information is main-
tained at every level of hierarchy. In the quadtree or trian-
gular structures created below the finest level of mesh sub-
division it must be possible to find their neighbours across
boundaries. An example is shown for quadtrees in Fig. 5. An
abstract classgenericedgeis defined,allowing to have a uni-
fied interface for neighbour finding, independent of the ac-
tual type of mesh in question. Generic edgesare defined in an
appropriately chosenparameter space, mapping the terrain
point data to[0;1]2. Neighbourhood information is needed to
correctly perform per-vertex shading (Gouraud shading).

5.2. Natural Light Sources

For outdoor scenes the sun can be modeled as a parallel
source, and the sky is considered a hemispherical source at
infinity. These light sources must become hierarchical ele-
ments which provide the same interface as the other elements
of the hierarchy.

Attention must be paid to the sampling mechanisms used
for these sources, for the calculation of energy transfer and
form factor estimates, because the formulae cannot be used
directly with sources at infinity. The subdivision of the sky
dome is done by a quadtree representation of the hemi-
sphere’s parameter space, expressed by the altitudeuand the
azimuthv. u is the angle above horizon, andvdenotes the an-
gle in the plane west from the south (Fig. 6). The initial sky
patch is the whole hemisphere,(u;v) 2

�
0; π

2

�
� [0;2π]. Ev-

ery hierarchical sky patch is therefore defined by a parameter
range and a constant radiancevalue. Assuming full visibility,
the contribution of a sky patchq to the irradiance on a scene
elementp is obtained as follows:

Lp
i = RpqSpΩqJq (18)

whereRpq is the receiver factor ofp, Sp is the scale factor
of p, Ωq is the solid angle subtended byq, andJq is the radi-
ance ofq. For surfacesRpq is cosθi andSp is 1, for volumes
Rpq = 1 andSp =

1
4. The solid angleΩq is given by

Ωq = (v1�v0)(sinu1�sinu0) (19)

Parallel sources never need to be split, and the irradiance
cast on an element is just the source’s flux density modified

c H. Mastal, R. F. Tobler, W. Purgathofer, 1999.
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Figure 5: A sequence of splitting operations starting with one quad mesh (QM) and resulting in quadrilaterals (Q), which are
subdivided into regular quadtrees.

Figure 6: Parameter space for a skylight object.

by the receiver’sorientation and type. The irradiance of a par-
allel light q on a scene elementp is given by

Lp
i = RpqSpΦq (20)

whereΦq is the source’s flux density.

External light sources are not included in the top–level
cluster of the scene hierarchy. In the presence ofn exter-
nal lights, the simulation would start withn+1 initial links.
Fig. 7 showsan initial link setup for a scenewith sunlight and
skylight.

5.3. Contribution to Vegetation Scenes

There is just another way the volume scattering method can
be used for the rendering of large vegetation scenes. Very
dense plant accumulations like high grass, bushes, brush-
wood, or leaf canopy can be rendered as the periodic oc-
curence of one pattern inx- andy-direction without signifi-
cant lossof impressionof a natural scene.Like the designof a
wallpaper that can be reduced to an rectangular area and then
repeated in both directions, a cubic volume of one or more

plants can represent the whole scene if it is repeated inx- and
y-direction upto infinity.

The scene will now be built up in a hierarchical way, con-
sisting of the light sources (direct sun and skylight), the accu-
mulation of the plants with a self–link representing all light
exchanges within it, and the ground with certain reflection
properties. In the first step of hierarchical subdivision the in-
finite accumulation of plants is replaced by one central vol-
ume that contains all necessary geometrical information for
the scene and eight identical volumes surrounding the cen-
tral one. Those surrounding volumes are only copies of the
central volume, so that there can be drawn links for the light
interactions with the neighbour volumes.

It is necessary for this method to work that the scene is po-
tentially infinite. So during the subdivision process no outer
surfaces are created. The surrounding volumes should be
thought rather in a torus topology so that the leftmost surface
is close to the rightmost one,and the foremost surface is close
to the rearmost one.

During further subdivisions the central volume will be re-
fined until the given accuracy is reached. It should be noted
that only light exchanges with the neighbour volumes are

c H. Mastal, R. F. Tobler, W. Purgathofer, 1999.
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Figure 7: Initial links for a scene with a skylight and a sunlight object.

Figure 8: Incident light portions at a reflector from four senders for two sender configurations. Although the single responses
are similar for each configuration, the sum differs significantly.

considered by this method. Light contributions from far vol-
umes are neglected. This systematic error can be ignored if
the vegetation accumulation is dense enough or if the central
volume will be chosen sufficiently large.

6. Three Point Clustering

In 1998 Stamminger et al presented a three point clustering
algorithm in [Stam 98] that combines the ideas of cluster-
ing [Sill 94], hierarchical radiosity [Hanr 91], line space hi-
erarchy [Dret 97] and bounded radiosity [Stam 97]. The pre-
sented method allows radiosity computations for diffuse and
non–diffuse scenes of high complexity, even those scenes
that were previously calculable only with Monte–Carlo sam-
pling methods.

The new method exploits the so called three–point param-
eterization of the rendering equation:

L(y;z) = Le
(y;z)+

Z
S

f (x;y;z)G(x;y)L(x;y)dAx (21)

whereSis the set of all surfaces in the scene that send light
to z reflected aty. Le

(y;z) is the emission fromy in direction
to z, f (x;y;z) is the BRDF (bidirectional reflectancedistribu-
tion function) at a pointy for light coming fromx reflected
towardsz. G(x;y) describes the geometric relation between
the surfaces atx andy

G(x;y) =
cos(n(x);y�x)cos(n(y);x�y)

πj x�y j2
V(x;y) (22)

where V(x,y) is the visibility betweenx andy. L(x;y) is

c H. Mastal, R. F. Tobler, W. Purgathofer, 1999.
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Figure 9: Creating a line space hierarchy. Center: Hierarchy on the set of connections. The root is the set of all connections.
Right: Hierarchy transformed to clusters.

the equilibrium radiancedistribution. The rendering equation
can also be written as

L = Le
+KGL (23)

with the local reflection operatorK and thefield radi-
ance operatorG. For purely diffuse surfaces (with constant
BRDF) instead of the four dimensional radiance distribution
only a two dimensional radiosity has to be computed.

The three point clusteringalgorithm avoids the problem
of hierarchical representation of different responses (Fig. 8).
The hierarchical representation ofL is stored in aline space
hierarchyof all visible connections between scene objects.
Fig. 9 shows the set of line segments[s;t] that connects a
senders and a receivert. [s;t] is split into two subsets[s;t1]

and[s;t2].

Starting with the radiance distributioñL0, the self emis-
sion of the objects, Jacobi or Gauss–Seidel iteration is used
to approximate the global solution:

L̃i+1
= KGL̃i

+ L̃0 (24)

For a single valuẽLi+1
(x;y) all incident light at surface

pointx has to be collected from the line space hierarchy. The
incident light portions then have to be reflected towardsyand
added to the sum(KG L̃i

)(x;y).

In Fig. 10 the dotted arrows show the line spacenodes illu-
minating the grandfather, father ands itself. The box on the
right shows how the set of all interactions adaptively parti-
tions the set of all directions arounds. The recursion starts at
the line space root[s0

;s0
]. If the representationof̃Li+1 within

a given line space range is not possible by a constant value,
L̃i+1 is determined recursively on the level of the children.
Otherwise, recursion ends. To avoid sampling problems and

to obtain accurate results, not only exitant radiancevaluesare
computed, but also their bounds.

6.1. Line Space Hierarchy

The set of all oriented line segmentsR is the set of all mutu-
ally visible surface points:

R = f(x;y) j x;y2 S^V(x;y) = 1g (25)

While ascene hierarchyis defined on the surfaces, aline
space hierarchyis defined onR, starting with the line space
root [s0

;s0
]. As a refiner functionDarea is used:

Darea(s;t) =

8<
:

sender i f s6= t ^area(s)� area(t)
receiver i f s6= t ^area(s)< area(t)

both i f s= t (sel f link)

For the computation of the light transport by a line space
node, a measure on the line segmentsR is defined. The line
segments between two scene object nodess andt have the
measure:

k[s;t]k =

Z
s

Z
t

cos(nu;v�u)cos(nv;u�v)
j v�u j2

V(u;v)dudv

(26)

This measure is equivalent to the form factor froms to t
times the area of the receivert. If the radianceL betweens
andt is assumed to be constant, the flux froms to t is

Φ(s;t) = L � k[s;t]k (27)

and the irradiance att due tos is
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Figure 10: Three walls of a box hierarchically illuminating a patch on the bottom line.

Es
(t) = L �

k[s;t]k
area(t)

(28)

6.2. Three Point Clustering Algorithm

Light transport in the scene is computed by a top–down
traversal of the line space hierarchy. Each full traversal com-
putesone iteration of a Jacobior Gauss–Seidel iteration. Dur-
ing one traversal , incident light is reflected in the scene, and
an adaptive representation of the reflected light is computed.
The main loop can be described as follows:

main loop:
until converged
traverse line space hierarchy
recompute radiance L of current node [s,t]
if refinement criterion fulfilled for [s,t]
refine
set L to average radiance of children nodes

else
store L in [s,t]

The radiance for[s;t] is the sum of the emission of the
sender towards the receiver plus the radiance reflected off at
the sender towards the receiver:

recompute radiance of current node [s,t]
L = emission of s towards t
traverse line space hierarchy for all

nodes [r,s’] illuminating s
L += reflection of [r,s’] towards t

return L

The set of all directions fromsto t is bounded with a cone.
With this approach, light sources that emit light in a very
small directional range can be used without sampling prob-
lems. A similar approach is used for obtaining the value of
the BRDF.

The measure of a line spacenode is required during reflec-
tion computations. First, the measure is approximated with-
out considering visibilityV(x;y). Also an upper and a lower
bound are computed. The method works for arbitrary objects
including curved surfaces. In the secondphase, the occlusion
between the two objects is approximatedseparatelyby shoot-
ing a number of sample rays between the objects. The prod-

uct of the sampled visibility factor and the unoccluded line
space measure is then used as a measure for the line space
node.

In the case of purely diffuse objects an irradiance field is
added, so irradiance can be used instead of radiance. Thus,
the partial traversal to gather incident light can be omitted for
diffuse surfaces.

6.3. Contribution to Vegetation Scenes

Three point clustering is the most recent development in hi-
erarchical methods. The whole scene can be seen as the root
of the hierarchy. This can be an advantage for large vegeta-
tion scenes, if the refinement process resembles the natural
structure of the scene.

In three point clustering curved surfaces can be treated as
whole objects. It is not necessary to approximate curved sur-
faces by planar patches in advance. Since plants mainly con-
sist of curved surfaces, many unnecessary subdivisions can
be avoided with three point clustering. Specular and glossy
effects can easily be integrated with radiosity calculations by
this method. Three point clustering can therefore be consid-
ered as a very good base for further specialized algorithms
for large vegetation scenes [Mast 99].

7. Plane–Parallel Radiance Transport for Vegetation
Scenes

Nelson Max presented in [Max 97] a quite different, very im-
portant approach for the investigation of the global illumina-
tion in large vegetation scenes consisting of clusters of sim-
ilar plants. They considered the leaves, stems, and branches
as volume density of scattering surfaces. Ordinary differen-
tial equations (ODE) are written for the multiply scattered ra-
diance as a function of height above the ground, with the sky
radiance and ground reflectance as boundary conditions.

The resulting radiance distribution can be used to precom-
pute diffuse and specular ambient shading tables. Ambient
light in [Max 97] has not the meaningof constant approxima-
tion of global illumination, but rather is a function of height
and surface normal and can be directly used in rendering the
clusters of leaves or branches with high accuracy.
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7.1. Plane–Parallel Radiance Transport Equations

The angular variation of the radiance will be represented by
the division of the unit sphere into angular binswhich are dis-
crete in both directions. First the general equationof radiance
transport is presented:

dI(X;ω)

ds
= �κ(X;ω)I(X;ω)

+

Z
4π

κ(X;ω0
) �a� r(X;ω0

;ω)I(X;ω0)dω0

(29)

whereX is the position(x;y;z), ωandω0 are ray directions
on the unit sphere,I(X;ω) is the radiance at positionX flow-
ing along a ray in directionω, s is the length along this ray,
r(X;ω0

;ω) is the scattering phase function from directionω0

to directionω (representing both reflection from and trans-
mission to the leaves).κ is the extinction or beam attenua-
tion coefficient representing absorption plus scattering, anda
is the albedo, the fraction of the attenuation that is scattered
rather than absorbed.κ represents geometric occlusion from
the polygon surface area (of a leaf) projected normal toω,
per unit volume. It depends onω unless the distribution of
the polygon normals is completely random.

In spherical coordinatesω is (θ;ϕ), whereθ is the polar
angle, measured from the verticalz axis, andϕ is the az-
imuthal angle, measured from thex axis in thexy-plane, and
ω0 = (θ0;ϕ0). Thenr(X;ω0

;ω) depends only onX;θ;θ0, and
j ϕ�ϕ0 j as long as the BRDF and BTDF of the leaves sat-
isfy similar assumptions, and the distribution of the surface
normals is rotationally symmetric around thez axis. These
conditions are fulfilled for rotationally symmetric plants, or
random rotational placement of arbitrary plants.

7.2. Discrete Division of the Unit Sphere

The unit sphere is divided into a number of discreteω direc-
tion bins, 2m in θ direction, andn in ϕ direction. The first
and the lastθ bins are joined into a pair of polar caps, giv-
ing a total of(2m�2)n+2bins. A square matrix of this size
is precomputed where the productκ(X;ω0

) �a� r(X;ω0
;ω) is

stored, built up from the diffuse and specular reflection and
transmission coefficients, for each color band.

Because of the the plane–parallel case, and because of
the rotational symmetry the integro–differential equation can
now be written as a linear system of ordinary differential
equations:

µi
dIi(z)

dz
= ∑

j
I j (z)r ji(z) (30)

whereµi is cosθi of theith direction bin.r ji (z) is the bin–

to–bin scattering matrixκ(X;ω0) �a� r(X;ω0
;ω)with rii(z)=

�κ(X;ω) the extinction term.

This system of equations is again replaced by two coupled
vector differential equations

dIu(z)
dz

= Iu(z)τuu(z)+ Id(z)ρdu(z) (31)

dId(z)
dz

= Iu(z)ρud(z)+ Id(z)τdd(z) (32)

whereIu(z) andId(z) are the radiance vectors for the up-
ward flow and the downward flow respectively. One bound-
ary condition is known:Id(h) is the illumination from the sun
and the sky. As a further condition the BRDF of the ground
at z= 0 is given, resulting in

Iu(0) = Id(0) �F (33)

whereF is the bin–to–binmatrix approximating the BRDF
of the ground.

Before solving the equations forIu andId an auxiliary dif-
ferential equation forF(z)with Iu(z)= Id(z) �F(z)has to be
solved:

dF(z)
dz

= ρdu+F(z)τuu+ τddF(z)+F(z)ρudF(z) (34)

with the initial conditionF(0) = F, the known BRDF of
the ground. Thus it can be integrated upwards incrementally
from z= 0 toz= h.

WhenF(h) is calculated,Iu(h) can be determined, and fi-
nally the coupled vector differential equations can be inte-
grated downwards from fromz= h to z= 0. Alternatively
Iu(z) andId(z) can be expanded as finite Fourier series inϕ,
resulting in a faster numerical integration.

7.3. Shading

The actual simulations were performed with 2m= 20 latitude
bins andn= 24 longitude bins, giving 2M= 434 bins totally.
As BRDF values not the evaluated matrix values were used
for shading, instead a Phong BRDF was used, consisting of
a diffuse reflection plus a specular term that depends only on
the angle between the viewing direction and the perfect mir-
ror reflection of the incident ray:

f (L;V;N;λ)cosθ = d(λ)cosθ+sfR�Vgc (35)

where f is the BRDF,L is the direction to the light source
opposite to the incoming ray directionω, V is the outgoing
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ray direction,N is the surface normal,λ is the wavelength of
the light,θ is the angle betweenL andN, d is the wavelength
dependentdiffuse reflection coefficient,s is a wavelength in-
dependent specular reflection coefficient,R is the mirror re-
flection direction, the rotation ofL aboutN, c is an arbitrary
positive exponent (actually 20), and the special dot product
fR�Vg is the dot productR�V, if positive, and 0 otherwise.

With I(ω;λ) = I(�L;λ) the surface radianceS(V;λ) in
viewing directionV becomes:

S(V;λ) =
Z

2π
I(ω;λ) f (�ω;V;N;λ)cosθdω (36)

= d(λ)
Z

2π
I(ω;λ)cosθdω+s

Z
2π

I(ω;λ)f�ω�Qgcdω
(37)

whereQ is the rotation ofV aboutN.

During the shading process the effect of attenuated sun-
light is added by the use of the Phong BRDF for the sun as
a discrete parallel source, only if the surface point is not in
shadow.

7.4. Contribution to Vegetation Scenes

By the use of the plane–parallel radiance transport method
one can precompute diffuse and specular “ambient” shading
tables, as a function of height and surface normal. The values
can then be used in rendering vegetation scenes with large
numbers of plants. In the moment there are some restric-
tive assumptions for the plane–parallel transport method: the
trees or groups of trees must meet the condition of cylindrical
symmetry.

If it is possible to alleviate the restrictions to trees with
some regular shape, one could precompute shading tables
for many different species of trees, say one shading table for
spruce trees, one for typical fir trees, and so on. Then one can
imagine the following approach for fully heterogeneousveg-
etation scenes: The individual plants are considered as com-
plete objects, and energy exchangebetween the objects is de-
termined by a hierarchical method like three point transport.
The light distribution within the objects is calculated from
the precomputed shading tables and the direct illumination.

8. Nested Radiosity

Hondermarck et al present in [Hond 98] a study concerning
radiosity for vegetation scenes, where they distinguish be-
tween far and close radiosity. The method is called nested ra-
diosity and is thought to be used in computer graphicsas well
as in environmental physics for crop simulation.

A polygon Aj is considered to be close toAi , if it lies
within a sphereSi of a diameterDS that is centered at the cen-
ter ofAi . For the similar sized elements of canopy the diame-
ter DS defines a high bound for the form factor between two

polygons (e. g. leaves). The radiosity equation can now be
written as follows:

Bi = B0
i +ρi ∑

j2Si+

BjFi j + τi ∑
j2Si�

BjFi j +Bfar
i (38)

whereSi+ is the upper half of the sphereSi , Si� is the
lower half,B0

i correspondsto the diffusion of uncollided light

from sun and sky,Bfar
i is the radiosity due to the light by scat-

tered polygons outsideSi. Far radiosity is approximated by a
light distribution. LetΩ� be the solid angledomain for which
there is no occlusion betweenAi andSi . ThenBfar

i can be ex-
pressed as follows:

Bfar
i = ρi

Z
Ω�i+

L(P;�ω)cosθi dω

+τi

Z
Ω�i�

L(P;�ω)cosθidω

(39)

whereL(P;�ω) is the radiance at a pointP of the sphere
in a direction�ω, andθi is the angle betweenni andω.

The radiative equilibrium of all surfaces of the canopycan
now be written

M �B= Bfar
+B0 (40)

with some matrixM that can be calculated fromFi j , ρi and

τi , andB, Bfar andB0 being the vectors containingBi , Bfar
i

andB0
i .

Light sources are the sun and the sky that are located at in-
finity. The angular distribution of radiance is approximated
by discretizing the sky hemisphere in solid anglesΩn. A
multilayer model is used to compute the field of radiance
L(P;ω). By this method the canopy is described as a set of
homogeneous infinite layers, and diffuse fluxes are assumed
isotropic. Irradiance at any arbitrary point does only depend
on the elevationz, and is computed by linear interpolation.

For each polygoni the set of inner polygonsj partially or
completely inside the sphereSi surroundingi is determined.
For this purpose the scene is divided into a regular cubicgrid,
whose edge is equal to the diameter of the sphere.

The differentiation between far and close radiosity allows
for a parallelization of the algorithm on computers with dis-
tributed memory. Especially the form factor calculation can
be distributed over a number of processors becauseof the lo-
cality property of the exchangeswithin the sphereSi . But the
entire canopyhas to fit into the memory of a master machine.
The other machinesonly hold those parts temporarily that be-
long to objects within the proximity spheres. The speedup of
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Figure 11: Distances used by Tree Shading Algorithms.

the parallel nested radiosity algorithm is good only for scenes
with a homogeneous distribution of polygons.

9. Realistic Modelling of Vegetation Scenes

Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer had already presented fine
pictures of single plants and medium sized plant scenes in
[Prus 90] by the use of a raytracing algorithm. The pictures
show accurate glossy effects, but no global illumination ef-
fects of diffuse reflection.

Deussen et al enhanced Prusinkiewicz’s method for very
large vegetation scenes [Deus 98]. They use sophisticated
methods for building the terrain and for positioning the plants
in an artificial or in an ecological way. Great care is applied
for instancing and efficient storing of the objects. Rendering
is doneby raycastinganda Z–buffer algorithm with noglobal
effects.

9.1. Approximate Rendering Algorithms

As early as 1985 Reeves and Blau began to solve the prob-
lem of modelling and of global illumination for large vege-
tation scenes [Reev 85] by particle systems. The results of
this paper were used in the filmThe Adventuresof Andre´ and
Wally B. The so called diffuse shadingcomponent for a parti-
cle varies with the distance into the tree from the light source,
dd, as shown in Fig. 11. An exponential attenuation is as-
sumed:

D = e�αdd (41)

Random highlights are added by stochastically turning on
a specular component wheneverdd is small and the cosine
of the angle between the light direction and the branch direc-
tion is close to zero. The so called ambient componentvaries

exponentially with the distance from a particle to the tree’s
bounding volume in a direction parallel to the ground:

A= max
�

e�βda
;Amin

�
(42)

whereAmin is the minimum ambient light in the tree. It
guarantees that there is some light even in the deepest interior
of the tree.

Even thoughReeves’method is rather heuristic than math-
ematically based, the animated pictures of groupsof different
trees aswell asof complete forests lookquite natural and give
the impression of an accurate global illumination.

10. Conclusion

True heterogeneous vegetation scenes cannot be rendered
with current algorithms yet. Such scenes can occur in real
mixed forests consisting e. g. of pine trees, spruce trees, oak
trees and beech trees. Also if the trees are of the same species,
but with different shapes and sizes, the analysis of light dis-
tribution within the canopywill be very complicated.The au-
thors expect the solution of the global illumination problem
for very large and general vegetation scenes to be reached on
the base of a sophisticated hierarchical algorithm like three
point clustering.

Theybelieve that the hierarchical method can be enhanced
by a natural subdivision algorithm that splits the whole scene
into single plants or groups of entire plants. At a deeper
level a single tree can be subdivided into e. g. the cluster of
leaves, the cluster of branches, and the solid of the trunc. For
the form factor calculations between clusters and other ob-
jects the stochastic properties of the clusters should be used,
like rotational symmetries. So further subdivisions of clus-
ters can be avoided. Light distribution within the clusters
(self–link) can be determined by typical radiance values for
those species of plants that occur in the scene.
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